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Our mission. id to uphold the law and maintain peace and order

inJ&J( do that democrac'j f/ouridhedoJ.or thid, we have toprotect

g/e and property, prevent crime and didorder, defect and apprehend

lerrorisls and create a sense 0/ securilq amonqsl the citizendo
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MESSAGE FROM THE DlRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE

J&K Police continues
to widen its reach and role
in keeping with the decision
of the Government to make,

the Police the main bulwark
in-anti-milltancy operations.
To this end, during the last
two years; 10221 additional
posts were sanctioned
ihcluding two IR Bns. to
strengthen the force. Two
morelR Bns., manpower
for 114 Border Posts and 4

. .

Coys of OAR have been sanctioned by the MHA in December 1998. While about 5,000
trained constables have joined their units during 1998, about 4,500 will complete their
training by the middle of 1999 and another 4,000 by the end of the year. Simultaneously,
the equipment has substantially been upgraded with emphasis on weaponry and
communications. A.computerized Finger Print Bureau has been established in the Crime
Branch and a sophisticated Fire Arms Training Simulator is in the process of
procurement. A major project for computerisation of records of all police units and net- '
working through V-Sat terminal is under implementation. I am grateful to Dr Farooq
Abdullah, Chief Minister, J&K for making all this possible by his generous support to all
our' proposals.

The training forms the backbone of an efficient Police force and adequate attention
has been paid to impart required skills through initial and in-service tralninq.Tlretraininq
infrastructure has been augmented with establishment of Police Training Schools at
Kathua and Manigam. Subsidiary Training Centres at Talwara (Reasi) and Channi
Himmat (Jammu) have been established in November 199,8 so that recruits can be
trained within the State. The Academic Council of the Police Academy, during a meeting
in December 1998, has taken decisions with far reaching consequences for improving the
content and inputs of training. As a follow up, a Technical Training Centre has been
established at Vijaypur (Samba) for specialised training in intelligence, security,
telecommunication and photography. A Computer Training School is being established
in the State Crime Records Bureau.



With the registration of the J&K Police Housing Corporation, a major project for
construction of 1517 family quarters has been started under the 10th Finance
Commission Award. The Housing' Corporation in times to come will be able to fulfill the
growing needs of residential and office accommodation. During the last 2 years, in a
specific drive, 52 Police Stations were renovated and accommodation added in some of
them. Substantial accommodation for Jawans was added in the Police Lines in Jammu,
Sri nagar; Budgam as well as border police stations of districts of Jammu, Kathua,
Baramulla and Kupwara. 20 Buildings of Border Police Stations/Posts are under
construction.

Attention has also been paid towards the welfare of serving and retired policemen
and families of deceased policemen. Scholarships were given to 71 children of deceased
police personnel and functions organized in Jammu and Srinagar to honour family
members of police personnel who were killed while fighting militants. 174 individuals
were provided jobs in the Department in terms of SRO 43 so that families of deceas d
police personnel can be better looked after. A scheme has recently been launched by the
PHQ through which the next of kin of deceased policemen will be visited regularly to
redress their grievances.

Iwould like to complement the officers and men of the force for their performance
in anti-militancy operations during 1998. The normal functioning of Thanas and all Wings
of the Police in anti-militancy operations augurs well for the force. The joint operations
by STF, Thana Police and JKAP have provided good results. In the new year, with
addition of more trained police personnel, our areas of operation and effectiveness will
have to spread and J&K Police will have to spearhead the drive against residual ~r;
militancy. Every member will have to contribute in this effort. On this occasion, I would
also like to recall sacrifices made by Police personnel and members of SF and PMF
during the last one decade in J&K. During 1998, J&K Police lost another 54 brave men
while fighting militants. We remain committed to devote ourselves to the cause for which
they laid down their lives. Our resolve to bring back peace to the State is further
strengthened by their supreme sacrifice,

~Vy~
J1
(Gurbachan Jagat)

Director General of Police,
Jammu and Kashmir,

Jammu.



EDITORIAL

J&K Police has taken decisive strides during 1998 to meet the
challenges posed by militancy. A new face of the force has emerged where
all wings have contributed and put their heads together to fight militancy.
The STF, Thana Police and Armed Police have begun working in cohesion.
Ably supported by the intelligence, security, Crime" Branch and
Telecommunication Wing, the efforts of the Director General in this regard

" -
have begun bearing fruits. Joint STF, Thana Police and Armed Police
compliments deployed in Kupwara, Poonch, Doda and higher reaches of
Udhampur District have produced noticeable success. We have no doubt
that the last year of this millennium will end with a formidable Police force
in the State so that the people can fully enjoy the fruits of democracy and a

, popular rule.

A lot can be written about the changing face of the force, but we have
made an attempt to concentrate on salient features of our activities during
the year that has just ended. The generosity of the State Government led by
Dr. Farooq Abdullah has brought about a sea change in the motivational
level of the force. Sanctioning of additional posts has provided more teeth. "

as also promotional avenues in all cadres and ranks. An efficient recruitment
drive, organizing of training for thousands of newly recruited constables and
officers by creation of new training infrastructure, modernization by way of
better weaponry, telecommunication equipment, security gadgets and
machines in the FSL are amongst steps taken to strengthen the force. A
manifold increase in Police personnel actively involved in anti-militancy
operations, large number of casualties inflicted on militants by J&K Police
and recovery of weapons have been our achievements during the year. This
annual issue of the Newsletter provides an insight into our performance. The
details of registered crime and its disposal are covered in a sister
publication from the Crime Branch and, therefore, do not find mention-in this
booklet.

The Force has lost 54 brave young men during 1998 while fighting
militancy. We salute them as well as members of SF & PMF for the supreme
sacrifice made by them for the security and territorial integrity of the country.
Their sacrifices will not go waste. All the members of the force must resolve
that the year 1999 will bring a new dawn to our beautiful State so that people
can live in peace and tourists from all over the country throng in thousands.
The confidence reposed by the Govt. in the State Police provides us the
required motivation and we will leave no stone unturned to come to the
expectations of the people of the State.

- Editorial "Board
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ANTI-MILITANCY OPERATIONS BY J&K POLICE IN 1998

ormahs~tion - Through shared vision, sound strategies and high motivation

rite-ups for this chapter have been contributed by Shr! P.S. Gill, IPS, tcr Kashmir Zone, Shri Kuldeep Khoda, IPS,
P jammu Zone, Dr B. Srinivas, IPS, Commandant IR IIIrd Bn, Dr Kamal Saini, SP Border, jammu, Shri Yogitider

, ul, CommandantjKAP XIIIth Bn and Shri Nisar Ahmed, SP CIDCIK. Their contributions are gratefully acknowledged.
. Editorial Board

INTRODUCTION

The active involvement of J&K Police in anti-
militancy operations began with the experiment of
Spe 'al Operations Groups (SOG) in June 1994. We

if'

Militants surrendering before DGP, J&K.

have since then come a long way. The year ·1998
saw the entire force joining hands to fight the.
militancy now spearheaded by foreign mercenaries.
The recoveries made by J&K Police are 31% of total
recoveries made by all forces. The militants arrested
by J&K Police were 57% of total arrests and militants
. led accounted for 15% of those killed by all forces
uring 1998. The security grid of SF, PMF and State
olice established itself firmly on ground. The

successes of the Police were a result of better
leadership, high motivational level of the manpower
and generous help from the Government which
esulted in additional resources in the form of
anpower, vehicles, technical gadgets and
eapons. The training infrastructure has vastly

roved. Every wing of the force has contributed in
improving the output of the force. Once the newly
recruited constables complete their training and take
up their assignments, 2 more Bns. of IRP sanctioned

by the Central Government become operatioAaland
the chain of 114 border posts is established as a
third line of defence, our response to Pak-designs
will further improve. The year that has just begun
should see the force reaching its peak and bringing
back peace to the State.

KASHMIR PROVINCE

With the eruption of militancy in 1990,due to
vitiated circumstances, the J&K Police which in past
had always proved its skill on all the fronts as and
when tested and even seized the first 100 A. Ks,
became reticent. This period of hibernation of the
police resulted in an upswing of militancy particularly
in the valley. To combat militancy effectively, it was
duly assessed that re-activization of police force was
not only imperative but the un-avoidable panacea.
Therefore, the Special Operation Group of Police
comprising of a handful of volunteers among the

Weapons recovered by SOG Kupwara. ~

force headed by a SP with a Coy of CRPF as backup
force was established in district Srinagar in June
1994. The outstanding performance of this group
while dealing with the insurgents and joining of more



volunteers encouraged the authorities to establish
similar groups in other districts. of the valley too.
Since establishment of these groups, the situation on

militancy front has considerably improved coming
back to near normal. With the increase in the
structure of these groups their area of responsibility
has also increased appreciably. Today in each
district four orfive Camps of each,SaG are operating
and are fighting the militancy effectively alongwith the
security forces. For example, in district Anantnag,
besides Hqrs. at Anantnag, SaG camps are
operating at Srigufwara, Kokernag, Achabal and
Aishmuqam independently and have been doing
extremely well. From 1994 till date, the saGs
operating in the Valley have recovered as many as

.eap::)fIS. During this period 2100 terrorists
a-restedJrlJooked,300 eliminated, whereas

e under pressure to surrender
- ies. Militants outfits like Hizbullah,

I-Mujahideen, Tehreek-UI-
l-Barq, AI-Fateh, Muslim

totally wiped out. The

harbourers, guides and motivators were targetted
and the channels of funding were destroyed by
arresting conduits involved in such trades. The
persons involved in Hawala rackets were arrested
and booked under the law. Fake currency rackets
were busted by the SaGs and a number of militants
dealing with manufacturing/distribution of fake
currency were arrested with machinery and cash and

. booked as per law. In short, the entire supportive'
structure of militants was whittled down to near zero.
The SaGs became the nemesis of the militant
organisations and were responsible for decimating
the top leadership. Some of the remaining ran to
Nepal and Pak.

Successes of J&K Police in Kashmir Valley
in anti-militancy operations during 1998.

1rMilitants Arrested 497

Militants Killed 132 II
Recoveries II
AK. Rifles 420 III Pistols/Revolvers 140 II
UMGslPMGs 27 II
RPGs 30 II
Missile Launchers 18 II

II
- ,

Other Weapons 46

Grenades 817
1/

Detonators 1129 II
Bombs 44 II
Mines 260 III Explosives 363 Kgs. II

/I Rockets 37 II
II Wireless Sets 144 II

Due to militancy, the Intelligence wing of the
police was badly affected and for re-activization of
the police force, revival of the intelligence gathering



s taken into hand with the establishment of SOGs
e valley. From 1994 result oriented sources were
. ated and intelligence gathered and recorded

a rdingly. Initially, in absence of identification of
ant cadres and their supportive structure we had

Recoveries made by Intelligence Field
Units of CID, CIK, Srinagar from July

1997 to Dec 1998

AK. Rifles 4

AK. Magazines 8

Hand Grenades 39

RPG Rockets 7

been facing lot of difficulties to launch an offensive
against the ANEs. But with the revival of police
particularly the SOGs, various militant outfits and
cadres operating in the valley' were identified and
appropriately targetted. The remaining active
militants operating in various areas of the valley
stand identified and their photographs circulated
amongst all anti-insurgency agencies for targetting
appropriately.

While dealing with the ANEs in the valley,
need to stop inflow of Pak trained militants into own
side was to be checked effectively. For this purpose,

Recoveries made by I.F. U.

rganised Border Management Programme
oduced in Border District of' Kupwara.

the defensive lines of Army and BSF on
lice pickets were established at strategic

points on identified infiltration routes to act as
another tier of defence. These pickets besides police

Recoveries made by Police in Kupwara District.

personnel were manned by the JKAP and CRPF
troops. Each Police Station of the Border District was
provided with a Coy of JKAP and CRPF to operate
against militants. in a desired manner. With the
introduction of Border Management Programme in
Kupwara District, things appeared to have changed
appreciably. Once considered the thoroughfare of
infiltration, District Kupwara is now fast returning to
normalcy. A large number of militants have been
neutralised, hideouts smashed and a huge quantity
of sophisticated arms including Anti-aircraft Guns
and anti-tank incendiary missiles was recovered.

The SOGs proved so effective in anti-
insurgency operations that besides boosting the
morale of the rest of the police force, they also
became a robust and potent instrument of the valley
security grid, standing shoulder to shoulder with the
elite PMFs and the Armed Forces, proving their
worth in every operation and every encounter, often
even leading from the front.

Weapons and ammunition recovered by SOG Srinagar.



With the efforts put in by all the wings of J&K
olice, Police Stations of the valley are operational

and fighting
ilitancy and

other crimes.
Treating Police
Station as
basic unit ·of
the policing
more attention
was paid towa-
rds strengthen-
ing them by
providing ade-
quate man-
power, vehic-
les, equipment
and weaponry.
The JICs est-
ablished earlier
were dosed in /
all the districts
of. the valley
and police.
stations were Fake currency notes recovered by Police
made functio- . in Kashmir Valley.
nalto deal
independently from raid to arrest of militants to
challaning of the case and execution of PSA
warrants against the ANEs. During last four years,
2500 cases registered under TADA(P) Actin various
Police Stations of the.valley pending production were
challaned against the militants in the court of law for
judicial determination. Besides this, a total number of
24800 cases registered in other Crimes during last
four years were challaned in the concerned courts.
From 1994 onwards the local police during raids
arrested 130 militants independently and recovered
a huge quantity of arms and ammunition as well.

JAMMU PROVINCE

Eruption of militancy in Valley had also its
impact in Doda District in view of its proximity to the

Pilotless flying machines recovered by Police in Rajouri Dist ..

Valley. The major induction in the militant ranks in
1990 and 1991 came from towns of ."oda,
Bhaderwah, . Kishtwar and Banihal. Subsequently,
some youth from rural areas also joined their ranks
for various reasons. Some criminals joined hands
with the militants. After acquiring arms training from
across the border, these youth started indulging in
subversive activities. Till 1992, these local youth
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RDX and weapons seized by Jammu Police.

confined their activities mostly to Bomb blasts, arson
and destruction of public property. But with the
appearance of foreign mercenaries on the scene,
District Doda witnessed an upsurge in militant
activities. After the Security Forces mounted
pressure\in District Doda as well as in Valley, the
militants sneaked into upper reaches of Udhampur
District and started their activities by motivating
youth. The twin border Districts Poonch and Rajouri
were being used for hideouts as well as routes for
going to Doda and Valley till late 1996, after which

Weapons seized by Police in Doda District. PAK ISI started making conscious efforts to bring

8 (TO



Poonch and Rajouri also on the militancy map.

In 1997, the militant activities decreased
bstantially due to active participation' of the Police
anti-militancy operations. However, since the

eginning of 1998, the militants picked up their
activities in four militancy affected districts i.e.
Poonch, Rajouri, Udhampur and Doda by inducting
foreign mercenaries in large numbers. They resorted
to mass killings and their main aim was to
cornmunalise the situation and force migration of
minorities.

Successes of J&K Police in Jammu Zone
in anti-militancy operations during 1998.

IIMilitants Arrested I 211
II"tillitants Killed I 23
IIRecoveries

IIAK. Rifles I. 43
IIPistols/Revolvers I 30
IIUMGslMMGs I 02
IIMortars I 01
Pilotless flying 02
machines

,~ Pika Guns 04
Other Weapons 07
Grenades 220
Detonators 431
Mines & Bombs 42
Explosives 7 Kgs.

A multi-pronged strategy was evolved to
involve Police in anti-militancy operations which has
given very encouraging results. These includes
strengthening and modernising the local Police,
recruitment of SPOs/Ex-servicemen, establishment
of Border Police Posts, implementation of Security
Grid, constitution of STF groups, training Police

Force in anti-insurgency operations and liberal
system of rewards and promotions for those
producing results on anti-militancy front. These

I

Weapons seized by Police in Surankot area oj Poonch Dist.@
efforts were supplemented by other measures like
constitution and establishing of Village Defence
Committees, establishment of Security Force Pickets
at various strategic places, emphasis on joint
operations and collection of actionable intelligence.

During the year 1998, the strength of Police
in Jammu Zone went up by 34%. This was
supplemented by posting of an additional Bn. of IRP
in Mahore area of District Udhampur and JKAP Bn in
Surankot area of 'District Poonch for anti-militancy
operations. In District Doda, deployment of JKAP
was further strengthened and one Bn is presently
deployed for anti-militancy operations in the District.

Weapons and ammunition recovered by '" liCe, -in Doda ': ?::',
" ~

The strengthening of deployment was
supplemented by providing better fire power,
communication equipment and transport. Thus, at
present, we have STF pickets spread all over the
region particularly in the militancy affected areas of

q



Udhampur, Rajoun and Poonch. The
:::oiiCemendeployed on these pickets are well trained

many of them have undergone strenuous anti-

Weapons and ammunition recovered
by Border Police in Jammu

insurgency courses with specialised forces. The
troops are highly motivated and professionally very
sound. In addition to this, we have created large
number of SPO pickets assisted by a network of
Village Defence Committees all over the region. At
present, we have 6,311 SPOs, 2,061 Ex-servicemen
and 1,314 VDCs spread in Jammu region for
assisting the Police in anti-militancy operations.

Weapons recovered by Jammu Police.

A new concept of border police posts devised
by DGP, J&K has started bearing fruits on the ground
as these posts create a new tier to check infiltration.
It was towards the end of 1997 that the first stage
of the scheme was implemented. In the first
phase, 31 Border Police Posts in the Districts of
Jammu and Kathua were established and are.
functional. The second stage is under
implementation and another 17 Border Police Posts
have been established in 1998. The Border Police
Posts are basically located in border villages for'

collection-of intelligence regarding border crossers,
hideouts of militants and related information. The
intelligence reports are translated into operations to
achieve desired results. The results achieved have
been highly encouraging and during a short span of
one year, the limited number of Border Police Posts
have been responsible for killings of
militants/infiltrators besides recovery of huge quantity
of arms and ammunition.

Weapons recovered by Police in Poonch District.

To cater to the security requirement of
minorities in remote areas, it has been thought
necessary that Defence Pickets should be created at
communally sensitive locations. To further check
movement of militants in hinter-land, the requirement
of establishing these defence pickets was found
necessary. The aim of establishing these defence
pickets was also to collect intelligence by reaching to
the people and act fast on the information thus
collected. These defence pickets were basicallg,

Recovery ofweapons ana ammunition
by Border Police in Jammu:

intended to dominate the area so that free movement
of the militants in the villages is curtailed and










































